38	VII. Frame-story: Seventh Section — SR
the bbief recension omits the story of the Jealous King, etc.
jainistic recension of VI [This, in mss. of JR, is XI, emboxt in Story 1
There was a city named Vigala. In it lived a king named Nanda. He had a son
named Vijayapala, skilled in all the seventy-two arts; a minister named Bahucruta,
and a consort Bhanumati. And this king was so enamored of the beauty of Bhanumati
that he gave no heed to his kingdom. When he went into the assembly-hall, Bhanumati
sat beside him. One time the minister said: "Sire,
1.	If a king's physician, spiritual preceptor [guru], and minister always say
pleasant things to him, he is speedily bereft of health, morals, and wealth.
Therefore I speak, tho what I have to say be not pleasant. O king, the queen's com-
ing into the assembly is unseemly." Then the king said: " Minister, you say truly,
but what am I to do ? I cannot spend a single moment without her." The minister
said: " Then cause Bhanumatl's likeness to be portrayed in a picture, and it shall be
placed near you in the assembly.'* Then the king showed the queen's form to a
painter, and he with the king's permission painted her form on a canvas, and gave
it to the king. And the king gave it to his spiritual preceptor Qaradanandana, who
was standing near him, for inspection. He, looking at the portrait, said: " The por-
trait is her portrait, but on her left thigh there is a mark-like-a-sesame-seed [tilaka],
and this has not been depicted." Hearing this, a suspicion arose in the king's mind,
to this effect: ** How can he know ? There must be a reason! " Then filled with anger
the king said to the minister: *e If you have my interests at heart, then put Qaradanan-
dana quickly to death.'5 But hearing this the minister reflected:
2.	" What use were it to look for a serpent, black-colored from its mass of
pigment, when it has (lived beneath the waves of the Kalindi [the river Yamuna,
Jumna], whose waters are dark with fragments of broken sapphires, were it
not for the silvery jewels on the orb of the serpent's hood, that shine so bright ?
The very qualities by which the noble attain distinction also bring them to
destruction."
Then the minister brought £aradanandana to his own house, and reflected: " Who
knows whether this is true or false ? But it would mean the slaying of this eminent
man, and would be a sin on the part of the king." Thus meditating he took counsel
as follows:
3.	" A wise man in performing any action, whether it be a virtuous or a wicked
one, should carefully reflect on the results of it.   The consequences of too hastily
committed deeds torment the heart like a sharp-pointed weapon, even until
death."
So he placed him in the cellar of his own house.
VH. Frame-story: Seventh Section
The jealous king and the ungrateful prince, Part 2
SOTTTHEBN RECENSION OF VII
After this on one occasion the king's son went forth to the forest to
hunt.  Just as he was departing a bad omen occurred.  Namely:

